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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
This paper develops an intertemporal general equilibrium 
theory of capital asset pricing. It is an attempt to put together 
ideas from the modern finance literature and the literature on 
stochastic growth models. In this way we will obtain a theory 
that ultimately is capable of addressing itself to general equi-
librium questions such as: (1) What is the impact of an increase 
in the corporate income tax upon the relative prices of risky 
stocks? (2) What is the impact of an increase in progressivity 
of the personal income tax upon the relative price structure of 
risky assets? (3) What conditions on tastes and technology are 
needed for the validity of the Sharpe-Lintner certainty equivalence 
formula and the Ross (1976) arbitrage theory? and so forth . 
The theory presented here derives part of its inspir-
ation from Merton (1973), However ,  as pointed out by Hellwig 
(undated) , Merton ' s intertemporal capital asset pricing model 
(ICAPM) is not a general equilibrium theory in the sense of Arrow-
Debreu (i .e . ,  the technological sources of uncertainty are not 
related to the equilibrium prices of the risky assets in Merton) . 
We do that here and preserve the empirical tractability of 
Merton ' s formulation . 
Basically what is done here is to modify the stochastic 
growth model of Brock-Mirman (1972) in order to put a nontrivial 
investment decision into the asset pricing model of Lucas (1978).
This is done in such a way to preserve the empirical tractability 
of the Merton formulation and at the same time determine the 
risk prices derived by Ross (1976) in his arbitrage theory of 
asset pricing. Ross ' s price of systematic risk k at date t 
denoted by Akt which is induced by the source of systematic 
risk okt is determined by the c'ovariance of the marginal utility
of consumption with Okt ' In this way Ross ' s Akt are determined
by the interaction of sources of production uncertainty and the 
demand for risky assets, Furthermore, our model provides a con-
text in which conditions may be found on tastes and technology 
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that are sufficient for equilibrium returns to be a linear function 
of the uncertainty in the economy, Linearity of returns is neces-
sary for Ross ' s theory . 
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 contains the 
Introduction. Section 2 presents an N process version of the 1
process stochastic growth model of Brock-Mirman (1972) , The N 
process growth model will form the basis for the quantity side of 
the asset pricing model developed in Section 3. 
In Section 2 it is indicated that optimum paths gener-
ated in the N process model are described by time independent 
continuous optimum policy functions a la Bellman. A functional 
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equation is developed that determines the state valuation function 
using methods that are standard in the stochastic growth literature. 
It is also indicated that for any initial state the optimum 
stochastic process of investment converges in distribution to a 
limit distribution independent of the initial state. The detailed 
analysis of these questions is done in Brock (1978).
Section 3 converts the growth model of Section 2 into 
an asset pricing model by introducing competitive rental markets 
for the capital goods and introducing a market for claims to the 
pure rents generated by the ith firm i = 1,2, • • •  , N .  Each of the 
N processes is identified with one 11firm . 11 Firms pay out rentals 
to consumers. The residual is pure rent . Paper claims to the 
pure rent generated by each firm i and a market for these claims 
is introduced along the line of Lucas (1978) ,
Equilibrium is defined using the concept of rational 
expectations as in Lucas, That is, both sides of the economy 
possess subjective distributions on pure rents ,  capital rental 
rates, and share prices. Both sides draw up demand and supply 
schedules conditioned on their subjective distributions . Market 
clearing introduces an objective distribution on pure rents ,  
capital rental rates, and share prices. A rational expectations 
equilibrium, abbreviated by R.E .E . ,  is defined by the requirement 
that the objective distribution equals the subjective distribution 
at each date. I hasten to add that no problems of incomplete 
information will be dealt with in this paper . 
In Section 3 it is shown using recent results of 
Benveniste-Scheinkman (1977) that the quantity side of an R.E .E . 
is identical to the quantity side of the N process growth model 
developed in Section 2. The key idea used is the Benveniste­
Scheinkman result that the standard transversality condition at 
infinity is necessary as well as sufficient for an infinite 
horizon concave programming problem. 
The financial side of the economy is now easy to 
develop . A unique asset pricing function for stock i of the 
fonn P1(y) is shown to exist by use of a contraction mapping
argument along the line of Lucas . 
Section 4 uses a special case of the model in Section 
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3 to develop an intertemporal general equilibrium theory that 
determines the risk prices of Ross endogenously. Capital asset 
pricing formulae such as the Sharpe-Lintner certainty equivalence 
(SL) formula are derived in Section 4 .  It i s  shown there that the 
SL formula can be derived only if the asset pricing function is 
linear in the state variable . 
The convergence result in Section 2 allows stationary 
time series methods based on the mean ergodic theorem to be used 
to estimate the risk prices of Ross provided that the economy is 
in stochastic steady state. 
In Section 5 an explicit example of the N process model 
is solved for the optimum in closed form. The asset pricing 
function Pi(y) turns out to be linear in output y for this case.
The risk prices of Ross can also be calculated in closed form for 
the example. 
5Finally, the Appendices develop technical results that 
are needed but somewhat tangential to the main issue addressed in 
each section. 
Notations 
Equations are numbered consecutively within each section . 
Thus, for example, Equation 2 in Section 3 is written 11 ( 3 . 2 ) . "  
Assumptions , theorems , lennnas , and remarks are numbered consecu-
tively within each section . For example , Assumption 2 in Section 
3 will be written "Assumption 3 .  2 . "  
The convention is the same in the Appendix except that 
"A" appears to separate entities in the Appendix from those in the 
main text .  For example, Assumption 2 in the Appendix to Section 
3 will be written "Assumption A 3 . 2 . 1 1 
Finally, we should mention that after this paper was 
written we found the papers by Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1978) 
and by Prescott and Mehra (1977) which are similar in spirit to 
this paper . Other related papers are Johnsen (1978) and Richard 
(1978) . Nevertheless , the question addressed and the methods 
used differ substantially in all of these papers . 
SECTION 2: THE OPTIMAL GROWTH MODEL 
Since the model to be given below is studied in detail 
in Brock (1978) we shall be brief where possible . 
The model is given by 
(2 . 1) 
(2 . 2) 
00 t-1 Maximize E1 t� _1B u(ct)
s.t . ct+l + xt+l - xt
N 
N
i�l[gi(xit ' rt) - Oixit]
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( 2 .  3) xt i�l xit ' xit � O , i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N, t 0 , 1 , 2 ,  . . .
(2 . 4) ct � 0 ,  t 1 , 2' . . .
( 2 . 5 )  xO ' xiO' i 1 , 2 ,  . . •  ,N, r0 historically given
where E1 , B, u ,  ct , xt ' g1 , xit ' rt ' Oi denote mathematical
expectation conditioned at time 1, discount factor on future 
utility, utility function of consumption, consumption at date t ,  
capital stock at  date t ,  production function of  process i ,  
capital allocated to process i at date t ,  random shock which is 
common to all processes i ,  and depreciation rate for capital 
installed in process i, respectively. 
00 00 The space of {c } 1 , {x } 1 over which the maximumt t= t t= 
is being taken in ( 2 . 1) needs to be specified. Obviously decisions 
at date t should be based only upon information at date t .  In 
order to make the choice space precise some formalism is needed . 
We borrow (copy) from Brock-Majumdar (1978) at this point. 
The environment will be represented by a sequence 
00 
{rt}t=l of real vector valued random variables which will be
assumed to be independently and identically distributed . The 
common distribution of rt is given by a measure µ :  B(R
m) + [0 ,1]
where B(Rm) is the Borel a-field of Rm. In view of a well-known
one-to-one correspondence (see, e . g  • •  Loeve 1963 ,  pp . 230-231) , 
we can adequately represent the environment as a measure space 
(n, F, v) where Q is the set of all sequences of real m vectors, 
F is the a-field generated by cylinder sets of the form t�lAt
where 
m At€ B(R ) ,  t � 1 , 2 ,  . . .
and 
At R
m
for all but a finite number of values of t .  Also v (the sto-
chastic law of the environment) is simply the product probability 
induced by µ (given the assumption of independence) , 
The random variables rt may be viewed as the t-th
coordinate function on n, i .e . , for any ro = { ro }00 1 £ n, r (ro) ist t= t 
defined by 
rt(oo) = rot .
We shall refer to ro as a possible state of the environ-
rnent (or an environment sequence) and shall refer to rot as the
environment at date t .  In what follows, Ft is the a-field
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guaranteed by partial histories up to period t ,  (i .e . , the smallest 
00 a-field generated by cylinder sets of the form T�lAT where Ax is in 
B(Rm) for all t ,  and AT + R
m for all T > t) . The a-field Ft contains
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all of the information about the environment which is available 
at date t .  
In order to express precisely the fact that decisions 
ct ' xt only depend upon information that is available at the time
the decisions are made, we simply require that c , x be measurablet t 
with respect to Ft .
Formally the maximization in (2 .1) is taken over all 
stochastic processes {ct}�=l ' {xt}�=l that satisfy ( 2 . 2) -(2 . S)
and such that for each t = 1 , 2 ,  • . •  , ct ,xt are measurable with respect
to Ft . Call such processes "admissible , "
00 00 
Existence of an optimum {ct}t=l ' {xt}t=l may be established
by imposing an appropriate topology T on the space of admissible 
processes such that the objective (2 . 1) is continuous in this 
topology and the space of admissible processes is T-compact . 
While it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss existence 
presumably a proof can be constructed along the lines of Bewley 
(1972) . 
The notation almost makes the working of the model 
self-explanatory . There are N different processes. At date t it 
is decided how much to consume and how much to hold in the form of 
capital. It is assumed that capital goods can be costlessly trans-
formed into consumption goods on a one-for-one basis. After it 
is decided how much capital to hold then it is decided how to 
allocate the capital across the N processes. After the allocation 
is decided nature reveals the value of rt and gi(xit 'rt) units of
new production are available from process i at the end of period t .  
But 01xit units of capital have evaporated at the end of t .  Thus
net new produce is g1 (xit 'rt) - Oixit from process i .  The total
produce available to be divided into consumption and capital stock 
at date t+l is given by 
N N 
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(2.6) i11 [gi (xit 'rt) - Oixit] + xt i� l[gi(xit 'rt) + (l - Oi)xit]
N 
- i�lfi(xit 'rt) = Yt+l
where 
(2. 7) fi(xit ' rt) = gi(xit 'rt) + (l - Oi)xit
denotes the total amount of produce emerging from process i at the 
end of period t .  The produce Yt+l is divided into consumption
and capital stock at the beginning of date t+l and so on it goes .  
Note that we are assuming that it is costless to install 
capital into each process i and it is costless to allocate capital 
across processes at the beginning of each date t .  
The objective of the optimizer is to maximize the 
expected value of the discounted sum of utilities over all con-
sumption paths and capital allocations that satisfy (2.2)-(2.S).
In order to obtain sharp results we will place restrictive 
assumptions on this problem. We collect the basic working assumptions 
into one place : 
Assumption 2.1: The functions u(•) , f . (•) are all concave ,l 
increasing, and are twice continuously differentiable. 
Assumption 2.2: The stochastic process {rt}�=l is independently
and identically distributed . Each r :(Q,$,µ) + Rm wheret 
(Q,$,µ) is a probability space. Here Q is the space of 
elementary events , B is the a-field of measurable sets w . r . t .  
µ and µ is  a probability measure defined on subsets B � n, B £ B. 
Furthermore, the range of rt ' rt (n) , is compact . 
Assumption 2.3: N For each {xil}i=l ' r1 the problem (1) has a
unique optimal solution (unique up to a set of realizations of 
{r } of measure zero) .t 
Notice that Assumption 2.3 is implied by Assumption 1 and strict 
concavity of u, {£ . }� 1. Rather than try to find the weakest i i= 
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possible assumptions sufficient for uniqueness of solutions to ( 2 . 1) 
it seemed simpler to reveal the role of uniqueness in what follows 
by simply assuming it.. Furthermore , since we are not interested in 
the study of existence of optimal solutions in this article , we 
have simply assumed that also . 
By Assumption 2.3 we see that to each output level yt '
optimum ct ' xt ' xit ' given yt , may be written
(2. 8) ct = g(yt) ' xt = h(yt) ' xit = hi(yt)
The optimum policy functions g(•) , h(•) , h . (•) do not depend upon l 
t because the problem given by (2.1)-(2.S) is time stationary. 
Another useful optimum policy function may be obtained. 
Given xt , rt Assumption 2.3 implies that the optimal allocation
{x .  }� 1 and next periods ' optimal capital stock x +l is unique .it i= t 
Furthermore, these may be written in the form 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
xit a. (x , r 1)1 t t-
xt+l = H(xt , rt) .
Equations (2 . 9 ) , ( 2 . 10) contain rt-l ' rt respectively because the
allocation decision is made after rt-l is known but before rt is
revealed but the capital-consumption decision is made after Yt+l
is revealed (i .e . ,  after rt is known) .
Equation (2 .10) looks very much like the optimal sto-
chastic process studied by Brock-Mirman and Mirman-Zilcha. It 
was shown in Brock-Mirman (1972 and 1973) for the case N = 1 that 
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the stochastic difference equation ( 2 . 10) converges in distribution 
to a unique limit distribution independent of initial conditions. 
We show in Brock (1978) that the same result may be obtained for 
our N process model by following the argument of Mirman-Zilcha . 
We collect some facts here that are established in Brock (1978) . 
Result 2 . 1 :  Assume Assumption 2 . 1 .  Let U(y1) denote the maximum
value of the objective in (2 .1) given initial resource stock y1•
Then U(y1) is concave , nondecreasing in y1 and , for each yl > 0
the derivative U ' (y1) exists and is nonincreasing in y1•
Proof: Mirman-Zilcha (1977) prove that 
(2) U ' (yl) u ' (g(y1) ) ,  for y1 > 0
for the case N = 1. The same argument may be used here. The 
details are left to the reader. 
Remark 2 . 1 :  Equation (a) shows that g(y1) is nondecreasing since
u"(c) < 0 and U1 (y) is nonincreasing in y due to the concavity of 
U( • ) . 
Result 2 . 2 :  Assume Assumption 2 . 1 .  Also assume that units of 
utility may be chosen so that u(c) � 0 ,  for all c. Furthermore, 
assume that along optima 
t-1 E1S U(yt) + 0 ,  as t + oo
oo oo N Then if {ct}t=l ' {xt}t=l ' {x1t}i=l ' t = 1 , 2 ,  •. . is optimal then
the following conditions must be satisfied: 
For each i ,  t 
( 2 .  lOa) 
( 2 . lOb) 
and 
(2 .lOc) 
u ' (ct) � 13Et{u ' ( ct+l)fj_ (xit ' rt) } ,
u ' (c )x . t 1t i3Et {u '  (ct+l)f:i_ (xit ·'
rt)xit} • 
{ t-1 } lim E1 i3 u ' ( c )x t--+OO t t 
0
Proof :  The proof proceeds much like the proof of Lemma 3 . 1  which 
is given in Section 3 below . For details see Brock (1978) . 
Lemma 2 . 1 :  Assume that u ' (c) > 0 ,  u1 1 (c) < 0 ,  u ' (O) = + 
Furthermore, assume that f J . (O ,r) = 0, f;(x ,r) > O , f1,'(x,r) � OJ J 
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for all values of r .  Also suppose that there is a set o f  r values 
with positive probability such that f .  is strictly concave in x .J 
Then the function h(y) is continuous in y ,  increasing in y and 
is 0 when y � O.
Proof: See Brock (1978) 
Now by Assumption 2 . 3  and (2 .8 )-(2 . 10) it follows that 
Yt+l may be written 
(2 . 11) Yt+l F(xt , rt)
Following Mirman and Zilcha (1977) define 
(2 . 12) !_(x) � min F(x,r) 
r£R 
F(x) � max F(x,r) 
r£R 
where R is the range of the random variable 
r: (!.1, B, µ) -+ Rm
which is compact by Assumption 2 . 2 .  The following lemma shows 
that!_, F are well defined. 
Lemma 2 . 2: The function F(x,r) is continuous in r .  
Proof: See Brock (1978) 
Let E• x be � two fixed points of the functions 
(2 . 13) l!(x) = h(_I;'.(x) ) ,  H(x) = h(F(x))
respectively. Then 
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Lemma 2 . 3: Any two fixed points of the pair of functions defined 
in ( 2 . 13) must satisfy 
( 2 . 14) x � x .  
Proof: See Brock (1978) 
We may apply arguments similar to Brock-Mirman (1972) and prove 
11> 
Theorem 2 . 1 :  There is a distribution function F(x) of the optimum 
aggregate capital stock x such that 
Ft (x) +F(x) 
uniformly for all x . Furthermore F(x) does not depend on the 
initial conditions (x1 , r1) .
Proof: See Brock (1978) 
( 2 . 15) Here Ft (x) � Prob {xt � x} .
Theorem 2 . 1  shows that the distribution of optimum aggregate capital 
stock at date t ,  Ft(x) , converges pointwise to a limit distribution
F(x) . 
Theorem 2 . 1  is important because we will use the optimal 
growth model to construct equilibrium asset prices and risk prices . 
Since these prices will be time stationary functions of xt and
since xt converges in distribution to F we will be able to use
the mean ergodic theorem and stationary time series methods to 
make statistical inferences about these prices on the basis of 
time series observations . 
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The Price of Systematic Risk 
Steve Ross (1976) produced a theory of capital asset 
pricing that showed that the assumption that all systematic risk 
free portfolios earn the risk free rate of return plus the 
assumption that asset returns are generated by a K factor model 
leads to the existence of "prices" A0, A1, A2 , . • •  , AK on mean
returns and on each of the K factors. These prices satisfied the 
property that expected returns EZ. = a. on each asset i was a 1 1 
linear function of the standard deviation of the returns on asset 
i with respect to each factor k, i .e . ,  
K
( 2 . 16 )  ai Ao + k�l Akbki ' i 1 , 2 ,  • . .  ,N
where the original model of asset returns is given by 
K
(2 . 17) zi ai + k�l bki Ok + £i ' i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N.
Here Zi denotes random ex ante anticipated returns from holding
the asset one unit of time, Ok is systematic risk emanating from
factor k, £. is unsystematic risk specific to asset i, and a . , bk .1 1 1 
are constants . Assume that the means of 6k ' Ei are zero for each
k ,  i ,  that £1, • . .  , EN are independent and that Ok , Ei are uncorrelated
random variables with finite variances for each k ,  i .  
Ross proved that A0
, A1, . . •  , AK exist that satisfy ( 2 . 16)
by forming portfolios n e RN such that
N 
(2 .18) i�l ni o, 
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and constructing the ni such that the coefficients of each Ok
in the portfolio returns 
( 2 . 19) N N K 
i�l nizi = i�l ni [ai + k�l bki6k + Ei l
N K N N 
i�l niai + kI1 (i�l bkini) Ok + iI1 niEi
are zero, and requiring that 
N 
(2 . 20) i�l niai 0
for all such systematic risk free zero wealth portfolios. 
Here ( 2 . 18) corresponds to the zero wealth condition. 
The condition, 
N 
( 2 .  21) 0 i�l bkini • k 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,K, 
corresponds to the systematic risk free condition. Actually Ross 
did not require that ( 2 . 20) hold for all zero wealth systematic 
risk free portfolios but only for those that are "well diversified" 
in the sense that the ni are of comparable size so that he could
use the assumption of independence of £1 , • . .  , £N to argue that the
random variable 
N 
i�l niEi
was "small11 and hence bears a small price in a world of investors 
who would pay a positive price only for the avoidance of risks that 
could not be diversified away. 
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Out of this type of argument Ross argues that the 
condition: for all n E: RN
N N
(2 . 22a) i�l ni = 0 • i�l nibki = o, k = 1 , 2 , . . •  , K  
implies, that in equilibrium 
N 
(2 .  22b) i�l niai 0 ,
should hold. 
All that ( 2 . 22) says is that zero wealth, zero systematic risk 
portfolios should earn a zero mean rate of return. Condition (2 . 22) 
is economically compelling because in its absence rather obvious 
arbitrage opportunities appear to exist. 
Whatever the case (2 . 22) implies there exists 
A0,A1 ,A2, • • •  , AK such that ( 2 . 16) holds and the proof is just
simple linear algebra . Notice that Ross made no assumptions 
about mean variance investor utility functions or normal distri-
butions of asset returns common to the usual Sharpe-Lintner type 
of asset pricing theories which are standard in the finance 
literature. 
However Ross 's model , like the standard capital asset 
pricing models in finance ,  does not link the asset returns to 
underlying sources of uncertainty .  Our growth model will be 
used as a module in the construction of an intertemporal general 
equilibrium asset pricing model where relationships of the form 
( 2 . 17) are determined within the model and hence the A ,A , . . .  ,Ao 1 K 
will be determined within the model as well. Such a model of asset 
price determination preserves the beauty and empirical tracta-
bility of the Ross-Sharpe-Lintner formulation , but at the same 
time will give us a context where we can ask general equilibrium 
questions such as: What is the impact of an increase of the 
progressivity of the income tax on the demand for and supply of 
risky assets and the A0, '1 ' .. . , AK? 
Let us get on with relating the growth model to ( 2 . 16) . 
For simplicity assume all processes i are active (i .e . ,  ( 2 . lOa) 
holds with equality) . We record ( 2 . lOa) here for convenience. 
(2 . 23) u ' (ct) SEt{u ' (ct+l) f�(xit'rt) } .
Now ( 2 . 17) is a special hypothesis about asset returns . What 
kind of hypothesis about "technological" uncertainty corresponds 
to (2 .17 )?  Well, as an example, put for each i = 1 , 2 ,  • . • ,N 
18 
(2.24) fi(xit'rt) 
o 1 - 2 - K 
- (Ait + Ait61t + Ait62t + • . . + Ait8Kt) fi(xit)
where Ak it
are constants and 
- Akl 
10kti:=1 
- ritfi (xit)
are independent and identically distributed random variables for 
each k and for each k , t  the mean of Okt is zero, the variance is
19 
finite , and Ost is independent of Okt for each s ,k , t .  Furthermore,
assume that f (•) is concave, increasing, twice differentiable , 
f ' (O) =-too, f ' (w) = 0 and that there is a bound £0 such that 
r > £ > 0it 0 
with probability 1 for all t1 . These assumptions are stronger
than necessary, but will enable us to avoid concern with technical 
tangentialities .  Define, for all t 
cot ::::: 1 ,
so that we may sum from k = 0 to K in ( 2 . 25) below. 
(2 .  25) 
Insert (2 .24) into ( 2 . 23) to get for all t, k, i 
u 1 (ct)
K
SEt{u ' (ct+l) (k�O
k -Ait 6kt) fj_ (xit) }
K 
k�O ([A�tfj_ (xit) ]Et{ Su ' (ct+l) okt} ) .
Now set (2 . 25 )  aside for a moment and look at the marginal benefit 
of saving one unit of capital and assigning it to process i at the 
beginning of period t .  At the end of period t ,  rt is revealed
and extra produce 
(2 . 26) 
K 
zit � A�tff(xit) + k�l A�tff (xit) Okt '
emerges. 
Putting 
(2 .  27) ai::::: A�tfi(xit) ' bki::::: A�tfi(xit) ,  6kt ok,
equation ( 2 . 26) is identical with Ross 's (2 .17) with Ei::::: 0 .  We
proceed now to generate the analogue to (2 .16) in our model. 
Turn back to (2 . 25) . Rewrite (2 . 25 )  using (2 . 27) thus 
K 
(2 . 28) u ' (ct) k�l bkiEt {Su ' (ct+l) Okt} + aiEt{Su ' (ct+l) } .
Hence 
K 
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(2 . 29) a .  1 
u ' (ct) 
k�l bki (Et {u ' (ct+l) okt}/Et{u ' (ct+l) })SEt fo'Tc��1Yl 
so that A0, A1, . . .  , AK defined by
(2 . 30) 
yields 
( 2 .  31) 
!-0 = u ' (ct) /SEt{u ' (ct+l) } ,
-Ak = Et{u ' (ct+l) okt}/Et{u' (ct+l) }
A covariance [13u ' (c +l) /u ' (c ) ,  Ok ].0 t t t 
K 
a .  = A o + k�l bkiAk.1 
Here t subscripts are dropped to ease typing. 
'Ihese results are extremely suggestive and show that the 
model studied in this section may be quite rich in economic content . 
Although the model is a normative model in the next section we 
shall turn it into an equilibrium asset pricing model so that the 
Ak become equilibrium risk prices. Let us explore the economic
meanings of ( 2 . 30) in some detail. 
Suppose that K � 1 and that there is a risk free asset 
N in the sense that 
(2 .  32) b oA1f ' ( ) Nl -11t "Nt 0
i . e . ,
(2 .  33) �t 0
Then by (2 . 33) 
(2 . 34) aN = Ao' ai = � + bliAl
so that for all i ,  j � N
( 2 . 35) (ai - aN) /bli � (aj - aN) /blj
The second part of equation ( 2 . 34) corresponds to the security 
market line which says that expected return and risk are linearly 
related in a one factor model . Equation (2 .35) corresponds to 
the usual Sharpe-Lintner Mossin capital asset pricing model 
result that in equilibrium the "excess return" per unit of risk 
must be equated across all assets. 
The economic interpretation of A0 given in ( 2 . 30) is 
21 
well known and needs no explanation here. Look at the formula for 
Ak . The covariance of the marginal utility of consumption at time
22 
t+l with the zero mean finite variance shock Okt appears in the 
numerator. Since output increases when Okt increases and since
ct+l g (yt+l)
doesn ' t decrease when Yt+l increases therefore this covariance is
likely to be negative so that the sign of Ak is positive . We
will look into the detenninants of the magnitudes of A0, A1, • • .  , AK 
in more detail later, Let us show how our model may be helpful in 
the empirical problem in estimating the A0, A1, ... , AK from
time series data. 
First how is one to close Ross ' s model (2 .17) since the 
Zi are subjective? The most natural way to close the model in
markets as well organized as U . S .  securities markets would seem 
to be rational expectations : The subjective distribution of zi is
equal to the actual or objective distribution ·of Zi . We shall
show that our asset pricing model under rational expectations which 
is developed below generates the same solution as the normative 
model discussed above . Hence the convergence theorem implies 
that {xt ' ct' xlt ' x2t ' . • .  , �t}:=l converges to a stationary
stochastic process . 
Thus the mean ergodic theorem which says very loosely 
that the time average of any function G of a stationary stochastic 
process equals the average of G over the stationary distribution 
of that process allows us to apply time series methods developed 
for stationary stochastic processes to estimate A0, A1, ... , AK. 
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Let us turn to development of the asset pricing model . 
SECTION 3: AN ASSET PRICING MODEL 
In this section we reinterpret the model of Section 2 
and add to it a market for claims to pure rents so that it 
describes the evolution of equilibrium context in which to discuss 
the martingale property of capital asset prices , but also our 
model will contain a non-trivial investment decision, a non-
trivial market for claims to pure rents (i . e . ,  a stock market) , 
as well as a market for the pricing of the physical capital stock, 
We believe that there is a considerable benefit in 
showing how to turn optimal growth models into asset pricing 
models ,  This is so because there is a large literature on 
stochastic growth models which may be carried over to the asset 
pricing problem with little effort . Although the model presented 
here is somewhat artificial we believe that studying it will 
yield techniques that can be used to study less artificial models .  
We will build an asset pricing model much like that of 
Lucas (1978) . The model contains one representative consumer 
whose preferences are identical to the planner ' s  preferences given 
in (2.1). The model contains N different firms who rent capital 
from the consumption side at rate Rt+l at each date so as to
maximize 
(3 .1) �it+l = fi(xit 'rt) - Ri , t+lxit '
Notice that it is assumed that each finn i makes his decision to 
hire x . after r is revealed , Here R. +l denotes the rentalit --- t 1 , t  
rate on capital prevailing in industry i at  date t+l . It is to 
be determined within the model , These "rental markets" are 
rather artificial. They are introduced in order to obtain Lennna 
3.2 below. 
The model will introduce a stock market in such a way 
that the real quantity side of the model is the same as that of 
the growth model in equilibrium. Our model is closed under the 
assumption of rational expectations . The quantity side of the 
model is essentially an Arrow-Debreu model as is the model of 
Lucas. That is , we will introduce securities markets in such a 
way that there are enough securities such that any equilibrium is 
a Pareto Optimum. However, there is a separate market where 
claims to the rents (3.1) are competitively traded . In Arrow-
Debreu the rents are redistributed in a lump sum fashion . 
Market institutions may be introduced into the model 
of Section 2 in an alternative manner than that done here in 
Section 3. This alternative formulation enables us to link the 
theory up with the Modigliani-Miller (MM) formulation in their 
famous article on the invariance of firm value to dividend 
policy. We sketch this alternative model in the Appendix to 
Section 3 .  
The model is in the spirit o f  Lucas 1 s  model where each 
firm i has outstanding one perfectly divisible equity share. 
Ownership of a% of the equity shares in_ firm i at date t entitles 
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one to a% of profits of the firm i at date t+l . Equilibrium 
asset prices and equilibrium consumption, capital, and output 
are determined by optimization under the hypothesis of rational 
expectations much as in Lucas . Let us get into the model , 
The Model 
There is one representative consumer (or a "repre-
sentative standin ,11 as Lucas calls him) that is assumed to solve 
(3 . 2) maximize 
subject to 
00 t-1 El t�l S u(ct)
N
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(3. 3) c + x + p t t -t ZS:rr • Z + P• Z +ER x =y -t -· -t -t-1 -t -t-1 i=l it i , t-1 - t
(3 .4) ct � 0, xt � 0, �t ;;; 0 ,  xit � 0, i 
= 1,2, . . .  ,N, all t
N 
(3 . 5) cl + xl + �l • �o � !1 • �o + �1 • �o + i�l Rilxio = Y1•
2o = 1• Ril = fi(xio 'ro) ' Tiil = fi(xio 'ro)
- fi(xio ' ro)xio ' xo ,{xio}�=l
given, where ct ' xt , Pit ' Zit ' 'ITit ' Rit all assumed measurable Ft
denote consumption at date t ,  total capital stock owned at date 
t by the consumer , price of one share of firm i at date t,
number of shares of firm i owned by the individual at date t ,  
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profits of firm i at date t and rental factor (i . e .  Rit = principal
plus interest) obtained on a unit of capital leased to firm i .  
Here ".I! denotes scalar product . 
Firm i is assumed to hire x . so as to maximize it (3 .1) .
2
The consumer is assumed to lease capital xit at date t to firm i
before rt is revealed . Hence R. +l is uncertain at date t .1 ,t 
consumer , in order to solve his problem at date 1 must form 
expectations on {pit}�=l ' {Rit}�=l ' {Tit}:=l and maximize (3 . 2 )
subject to ( 3 . 3)-(3 . 5 ) . In this way notional demands for con-
The 
sumption goods and equities as well as notional supplies of capital 
stocks and capital services to each of the N firms are drawn up 
by the consumer side of the economy . Similarly for the firm 
side. We close the model with 
Definition: The stochastic process R = ({P . }"''' 1 , {R. }
00 
1,it t= it t= 
{Tfit}:=l; {Xit }:=l ' {Zit}:=l ' i 
= 1•2····•N, {Ct }:=l ' {Xt}:=1 )
is a rational expectations equilibrium (R.E .E . )  if facing 
P = ({Pit}:=l ' {R1t}:=l ' {Tf1t}:=l) the consumer solves (3 .2) and
chooses 
( 3 . 6) xt xt ' xit xit ' ct ct ' 2it zit a.e . ,
and the ith firm solves (3 .1 )  and chooses
( 3 . 7) xit xit 
and furthermore 
(3. 8) (Asset market clears) 
(3 .9) (Goods market clears) 
(3 . 10) (Capital market clears) 
zit� 1, if zit < 1,  Pit 0 
N 
ct + xt � i�l fi(Xi, t-1 ' rt-1) 
N 
i�l xit "' xt 
Here "a , e . "  means "almost everywhere . 1 1  This ends the definition 
of R.E .E . that we will use in this paper. 
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a . e .  
a . e .  
a . e .  
I t  is easy to write down first order necessary conditions 
for an R. E.E . Let us start on the consumer side first. We drop upper 
bars to ease typing . At date t if the consumer buys a share of 
firm i the cost is Pit units of consumption goods. The marginal 
cost at date t in utils foregone is u 1 (ct)Pit" At the end of 
period t ,  r is revealed and P .  +l ' �. +l become known . Hence t 1 , t  1,t 
the consumer obtains 
(3.11) u ' (ct+l) (Pi,t+l + Tii,t+l) 
extra utils at the beginning of t+l if he collects TI. +l and 1,t 
sells the share "exdividend" at P .  +l 1 , t  But these utils are 
uncertain and are received one period into the future . The 
expected present value of utility gained at t+l is 
(3 . 12) SE {u ' (c +l) (P . +l + �. +l) } . t t 1,t 1 , t  
Consumer equilibrium in the market for asset i requires that the 
marginal opportunity cost at date t be greater than or equal to 
the present value of the marginal benefit of dividends and 
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exdividend sale price at date t+li 
(3 . 13a) 
(3 . 13b) 
( 3 . 14a) 
(3 . 14b) 
P. u' (c ) 1t t � $Et{u 1 (ct+l) (ni , t+l + Pi,t+l) } 
p itu ' (ct) Zit BEt{u ' (ct+l) (rri,t+l + pi , t+l) }Zit 
Similar reasoning in the rental market yields 
u' (ct) � SEt{u ' (ct+l) (Ri,t+l) } , 
u ' (ct) xit BEt{u ' (ct+l) (Ri,t+l) }xit 
It would be nice if the first order necessary conditions 
( 3 . 13)-( 3 . 14) characterized consumer optima . But it is well known 
that a "transversality condition" at infinity is needed in addition 
to completely characterize optima . Recent work by Benveniste-
Scheinkman (1977) allows us to prove 
Lennna 3 . 1 :  Assume Assumption 2 . 1 .  Furthermore assume that P is 
such that 
where 
(3 .15) 
W(yt,t) + O ,  t + oo, 
W(yt,t) is defined by 
W(y t' t) 
oo s-1 Maximum E1 s�t S u(c8) 
subject to (3 . 3)-(3.5) with "t" replaced by "s11 and 0111 replaced 
by "t . 11 Here yt denotes the R .H . S .  of ( 3 . 3) . Then given 
a . e .  
a . e .  
a . e  
a . e .  
{Pit}:=l' {nit};=l' {Rit }:=l' i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  N optimum solutions
{Zit }:=l ' {xit}:=l' i = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N, {ct }:=l' {xt }:=l to the
consumer ' s problem (3 .2) subject to ( 3 . 3) - (3.5) are characterized 
by (3 . 13)-(3 .14) and 
(3 .16) 
(3 . 17) 
Proof: 
TVC00(equity market) { t-1 !.!ffi E1 8 u ' (ct) �t 
TVC00(capital market) !.!m E1{S
t-lu' (ct)xt} 
z } -t 
0 .
Suppose { Z  } , {C } , { X  } satisfies (3 .13)-(3 , 17) and let -t t t 
{Z } , {c } , {x } be any stochastic process satisfying the same-t t t 
initial conditions and ( 3 . 3)-(3 . 5) . Compute for each T an upper 
bound to the shortfall: 
(3 . 18) 
(3 .19) 
T 
El{th 
T 
st-lu(ct) - t�l e
t-1ucc llt 
T t-1 - -
� E . { E1 8 u ' (c ) (c - c ) }1 t= t t t 
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0 
( 3 . 20) 
T t-1 - N El{t�l S u ' (ct) [llt • �t-1 + �t • �t-1 + i�l Ritxi,t-1 - rt • �t
(3 . 21) 
(3 . 22) 
N
- x - TI • Z - P • Z - � R X + P • Z + X ]}t -t -t-1 -t -t-1 i=l it i , t-1 -t -t t 
El {S
T-lu '  (cT) [ rT • (�T - l'T) + xT 
- xTJ)
{ T-1 -� E1 $ u' (cT) [�T �T + xTJ } + 0 ,  T + 00
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Here equations (3 . 13)-(3 , 14) were used to telescope out the middle 
terms in the series of R.H .S .  (3 .20) . 
The tenns corresponding to date 1 cancel each other 
because the initial conditions are the same , Hence only the terms 
of R.H .S .  (3 . 21) remain of all the terms of R.H .S .  (3 .19) and 
(3 .20) . That R.H .S .  ( 3 . 21) has an asymptotic upper bound of zero 
follows from ( 3 . 16) , (3. 17) and the nonnegativity of ZT' xT . This
shows that (3 , 13)-(3 .14) , ( 3 . 16)-(3 .17) imply optimality. Notice 
that no assumptions on W(yt' t) are needed to get this side of
the proof. 
Now let {Z } , {C } , {X }  be optimal given {P , R , TI].-t t t -t - t  - t  
Since u ' (O) � + 00 implies that Ct> 0 a . e .  and W is differentiable
at yt we have by concavity of W, and u � 0 (dropping upper bars
from this point on) , 
(3 . 23) 
Hence 
(3 . 24) 
But 
(3 . 25) 
W(yt ,t) "W(yt ,t) - W(yt/2 ,t) e; W' (yt ,t) (yt/2) 
t-1 B u ' (ct)yt/2 .
t-1 E1W(yt , t) + O , t + 
00 implies E1 B u' (ct)yt + 0 ,  t + oo 
y � TI • Z + P • Z + L R x t -t -t-1 -t -t-1 . it i , t-1 l 
so that by the first order necessary conditions 
(3 . 26) t-1 El S u ' (ct) ( Cnt + �t) • �t-1 + l: i 
Ritxi , t-1)
t-2 E1 S u ' (c 1JP t- �t-1 
t-2 
�t-1 + El B u1 (ct-l)xt-1
because (in more detail) (3 . 13a)-(3 . 14b) imply 
(3 .27) 
( 3 . 28) 
(3. 29) 
xi 1u ' (c 1)• t- t-
-1 8 xt-1 u ' (ct-1)
SEt-1 {u ' (ct)Rit}xi , t-1
Et-l{u' (ct) (  � Ritxi t-1) }i ' 
pi t-lu ' (ct-l)Zi t-1 ' ' SEt-l{u ' (ct) (1Tit + Pit) 2i,t-1}
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(3 .30) -1 B u ' (ct-l) ft-1 �t-1 E 1{u' (c )(� • Z 1 + P • Z 1) ) .t- t -t ""t- - t -t-
Hence because �t-l � 0, �t-l � 0 ,  xt-l � 0 ( 3 . 24) implies
( 3 . 31) t-2 ElB u ' (�t-l) �t-1 • zt-1 + o, t + 
oo 
(3.32) t-2 E1B u1(ct_1)xt-l +a, t + oo 
as was to be shown. 
The first part of this argument follows Malinvaud (1953) 
and the second part is adapted from Benveniste-Scheinkman (1977) . 
Lemma 3 . 1  is important because it shows that (3 . 13)-(3 .14) , (3 .16) , 
(3 .17) characterize consumer optima. 
Remark 3 . 1: The assumption that E1W(yt ' t)-+ 0 ,  t-+ 00 restrains
P .  It requires that P be such that along any path in P utils 
cannot grow faster than Bt on the average. A general sufficient
condition on P for E1W(yt , t) -+ 0 can be given by what should be a
straightforward extension of the methods of Brock-Gale (1970) 
and McFadden (1973) to our setup. 
An obvious sufficient condition is that the utility 
function be bounded , i . e . ,  there are numbers B < B such that for 
all c � a 
B � u(c) � B.
Remark 3 . 2: The method used here of introducing a stock market 
into this type of model where an investment decision is present 
was first developed by Scheinkman (1977) in the certainty case. 
A basic Lemma is 
Lemma 3 . 2(i) : Let X = <{Ct}:=l ' {Xit}:=l '
optimal growth problem (1 . 1) then define 
{Xt }:=l > solve the
(3 .33) Rit+l _ £'.(X . ,r ) , 1f. +l ]._ it t 1, t - fi (Xit ,rt) fj_(Xit 'rt)Xit "
Then let {Pit}:=l ' i= 1 , 2 , . • •  ,N satisfy (3 . 27) , (3 . 29) and (3 .31) .
Put 
( 3 . 34) zit 1 ,
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Then ({Pit}:=l ' {Rit}:=l ' {Wit}�=l ' {iit}:=l ' {Zit}:=l ' i 1 , 2 ,  • • .  , N ,
{Ct}:=l ' {it}:=l> :: R is an R.E .E .
Lemma 3 . 2 (ii) : Let R be an R.E . E . Then X solves the optimal 
growth problem (1.1).
Proof :  The proof of this is straightforward and is done in the 
Appendix. Lemma 3 . 2  is central to this paper because it shows 
that the quantity side of any competitive equilibrium may be 
manufactured from solutions to the growth problem. This fact will 
enable us to identify the Ross prices for example . Furthermore, 
it will be used in the existence proof of an asset pricing 
function which is developed below. 
Turn back to the discussion of the relationship between 
the growth model of Section 2 and the risk prices of Ross .  This 
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will facilitate the economic interpretation of an R.E .E . stochastic 
process 
{Rit}:=1• {P it}:=1 • {7Tit}:=1 • 
Drop upper bars off of equilibrium quantities from this point on 
in order to ease typing . Assume that conditions are such that 
all asset prices are positive with probability 1 in equilibrium. 
Then Z. = 1 with probability 1 and from ( 3 . 29) we get for each tit 
( 3 . 35) u1 (ct) BEt{u ' (ct+l)Zit} . 2it � (Pi , t+l 
+ 1Ti,t+l)/Pit'
Now because prof it maximization implies 
( 3. 36) ff(xit 'rt) Ri , t+l ' ni , t+l fi(xit 'rt) - ff(xit ' rt)xit '
Turning to the rental market ,  suppose that all processes 
are used with probability 1. Then ( 3 . 36) and ( 3 . 37) give us for 
each i, t 
( 3 .  37) u ' (ct) SEt {u ' (ct+l) f j_ (xit ,r_t) } • 
Examine the specification 
{3, 38) fi(xit 'rt)
K k -
k�O Ait8kt) fi(xit) = ritfi (xit)
developed in Section 2 .  Now ( 2 . 28) , ( 3 . 37) and (3 . 35) imply 
K 
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(3 .39) u1(ct) k�l bkitEt{Bu ' (ct+l) Okt} + aitEt{Bu ' (ct+l) }
SEt{u ' (ct+l) Zit} .
We are not entitled to write returns Zit defined by (3 ,35) in the
linear Ross form ( 2 . 17) unless Pi (yt+l) is linear in Yt+l even for
the specification ( 3 . 38) above . An example will be presented in 
Section 5 below where Pi(Yt+l) turns out to be linear in Yt+l"
But first we must show that an asset pricing function exists. To 
that we now turn. 
Existence of an Asset Pricing Function 
Since in equilibrium the quantity side of our asset 
pricing model is the same as the N process growth model , therefore 
we may use the facts collected in Section 2 about the N process 
growth model to prove the existence of an asset pricing function 
P (y) in much the same way as Lucas (1978) . 
To begin with let us assume 
Assumption 3 . 1 :  Assume for all r £ R ,  
(a) fi_ (O ,r) +oo, i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N. 
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(b) Tii(x ,r) = fi(x,r) - fi_(x ,r)x > 0 for all x > O. 
Assumption 3 . l (a) implies that ( 3 . 14 (a)) holds with 
equality in equilibrium. Also Assumption 3 . l (b) implies (3 .13 (a) ) 
holds with equality in equilibrium. Let us search as does Lucas 
for a bounded continuous function Pi(y) such that in equilibrium 
( 3 . 40) p ittl I (Ct) pi (yt)u '  (ct) SEt{u ' (ct+l) (Tii , t+l + Pi(yt+l) ) } . 
Convert the foregoing problem into a fixed point problem. 
Note first from Section 2 that 
(3 . 41) u1(ct) 
(3.42) 1fi ,t+l 
(3. 43) Yt+l 
Put 
U ' (yt) t 1 , 2  . . .  
fi (xit ' rt) - fi(xit'rt)xit = Tii(xit'rt) 
Tii[ ni(h(yt) )h (yt) ,rt] -
N N 
J. (y ,r ) l t t 
TI i (ni (xt)xt 'rt) 
j gl fj (nj (xt)xt' rt) jfl fj [nj (h(yt) )h (yt) ,  rt]" Y(yt ' 't) 
(3 .44) 
(3 .45) 
(3 .46) 
Gi (yt) - Sf U ' [Y(y ,r) ]J.(y ,r)µ(dr) rER t i t 
Fi(yt) 0 Pi(yt)U ' ( yt) 
(TiFi) (yt) - G . (y )  + S f F. [Y(y ,r) ]µ (dr) . i t rER i t 
Then for each i ,  (3 .40) may be written as 
( 3 . 47) Fi (y t) (TiFi) (yt) .  
Problem (3 .47) is a fixed point problem in that we 
search for a function Fi that remains fixed under operator Ti . 
In order to use the contraction mapping theorem to find a fixed 
point F. we must show first that T. sends the class of bounded 
l l 
continuous functions on [0,00) , call it C[0 ,00) ,  into itself. The 
results of Section 2 established that all of the functions listed 
in (3. 41)- ( 3 . 46) are continuous in yt . We need 
Lemma 3.3 : If U(y) is bounded on [ O ,oo) then Gi(y) is bounded. 
Proof: First by concavity of U we have 
(3 .48) U(y) - U(O) '° U' (y) (y - O) 
Hence there is B such that 
(3 .49) U ' (y) y � B for all y E [0 , 00) . 
Second 
U ' (y) y .  
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f U ' [Y(y,r)]J . (y ,r)µ(dr) 
R 1 
f U'[Y(y,r)]Y(y,r)J.(y,r) /Y(y,r)µ (dr) R i 
,; B f  Ji (y,r) /Y(y,r) µ(dr)
� B 
since f .f. � 0 implies 
N 
fi - f�xit =Ji� fi , y = jfl fj '  Ji/Y � 1. 
Thus G .  is bounded by BB .  This ends the proof .  1 
We must show that if 
(3 . 50) I I Fi 11 - sup IF. (yll 
ys [O , oo) l. 
is chosen to be the norm on C[0 ,00) then Ti is a contraction with 
modulus B. It is a well-known fact that C(O,oo) endowed with this 
norm is a Banach space. 
Lemma 3 . 4 :  Ti: C[O,oo]-+ C[O ,oo)
is a contraction with modulus B .  
Proof: We must show that for any two elements F, G in C[0 ,00) 
(3. 51) llT . F  - T . Gll,; BllF - Gii· 1 1 
Now for y E [0 , 00) from (i) we have 
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(3 .52) IT.F(y) - T .G(y) I 1 1 8 l f (F[Y(y ,r)] - G[Y(y ,r)])µ(dr)I 
"'8 f IF[(y') - G(y'llµ (dr) 
"' 8 f sup IF(y ' )  - G(y') lµ (dr) 
y ' in[O, oo) 
8 I IF - GI 1. 
Take the supremum of the L . H . S .  of (3 .52) to get 
(3 .53) llT.F - T . Gll "'8 llF - Gii ·1 1 
This ends the proof. 
Theorem 3 . 1: For each i there exists exactly one asset pricing 
function of the form P1(y) where Pi E C[O ,oo) .
Proof: Apply the contraction mapping theorem to produce a fixed 
point F. (y) £ C[O,oo) . Put 1 
( 3 . 54) p. ( t) 1 F. (y) /U' (y) . 1 
It is clear that Pi(y) satisfies (3 .40) . Furthermore, by the very
definition of Ti any Pi (y) that satisfies (3 .40) is such that
P . ( • )U ' (•) = F . ( • )  is a fixed point of T . .  This ends the proof .  1 1 1 
Remark 3 . 3: Assumption 3 . l(a) is not needed for the existence 
theorem. Assumption 3 . l (b) is needed in the theorem so that 
(3 .40) holds with equality. 
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Our proof of existence , as does Lucas ' s, leaves begging 
the question of whether there exist equilibria that are not 
stationary ,  that is, equilibria that cannot be written in the 
form of Pi(y) for some time stationary function Pi ( • ) . 
Indeed, the papers of Cass, Okuno, and Zilcha (1979) and 
Gale (1973) have brought out in a dramatic way the multitude of 
non time stationary equilibria that exist in overlapping generations 
models. If we applied the above fixed point method to overlapping 
generations models we would only find the time stationary equilibria. 
Calvo (1979) and Wilson (1978) show that the same problem may arise 
even in infinite horizon monetary models with only one agent type, 
Fortunately for our case we may use the necessity of 
the transversality condition ( 3 . 16) to show that there is only 
one equilibrium. 
Theorem 3 . 1 ' : Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3 . 1. For each i ,  t 
there is only one equilibrium asset price Pit and it can be written 
in the form P . (y ) .  1 t 
Proof: Look at ( 3 .13a) and develop a recursion as done in (A3.13) 
below. We get 
T 
pil El s�2 IlsTiis + ElTITPiT ' 
We must first show that ( 3 . 16) implies 
El IITP iT + 0, T + 00 
In order to see this first note that z11 
equilibrium. Also by definition of Ilt 
1 in 
EliltPit 
{ t-1 El [f3 u ' (ct) /u ' (c1)JPit} 
{ t-1 } (l/u 1 (c1) )E1 S u 1 (c ) P .  -+ O ,  t + oo , t it 
The last statement follows directly from (3 .16) since Zit 
in equilibrium. 
1 
Second , we must know the values of Il8
, Tiis' But Lemma 
3 . 1  tells us that the quantity side of the growth model is the 
same as the quantity side of the "market" model in equilibrium. 
Hence the solution of the growth problem (2 . 1) determines the 
values of Tis , '!Tis for all i, s. 
Finally, P11 is given by 
( 3 .  55) p il El s!2 ITsTiis' i 1 , 2 ,  . • •  ,N. 
The same argument may be used to show that 
pit E ' TI TI. i t s=t+l s is' 1 , 2 ,  . • .  ,N, t 
This ends the proof. 
1 , 2 ,  . . .  
Remark 3 . 4 :  We cannot overemphasize the fact that the methods of 
proof used in Theorem 3 . 1  will not characterize all of the 
equilibria in general. Such methods are incapable of proving 
uniqueness of equilibria. In fact, one of the main contributions 
of our paper is to develop methods of analysis that characterize 
all equilibria . 
Remark 3 . 5 :  It is interesting to note that (3 . 55) was derived by 
T. Johnsen (1978) . He did it by iterating ( 3 , 47) , Given any 
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initial approximation the contraction mapping theorem implies that 
the sequence of nth iterates converges to the unique solution 
pi (y) as n + 00 It is important to note, as pointed out earlier,
that there are examples where there are equilibria of a non time 
stationary form. In such cases , the approximation method will 
not get all of the equilibria. 
SECTION 4: CERTAINTY EQUIVALENCE FORMULAE 
What we shall do in this section is to use the asset 
pricing model of Section 3 to construct a "Sharpe-Lintner" 
formula for the pricing of common stocks . In equilibrium our 
formula must hold. Furthermore, the data used in the formula 
to discount future profits are observable . The closest analogue 
to it seems to be that of Rubenstein (1976) in that Rubenstein 
relates the 11price of risk" tu tastes and technology. 
The formula will be derived from the following special 
case of the model of Section 3:
(4 .1) fi (xit'rt)
- 0 1- 0 - fi (xit) (Ai + AiOt) ' Ai> O.
- 00 In other words , put K = 1 in (3.38). Here {Ot}t=l is an indepen-
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dent and identically distributed sequence of random variables with 
zero mean and finite variance o2 • The numbers A�, A� and the ran-1 1 
darn variables 6t are assumed to satisfy:
that for each t 
There is E > 0 such0 
(4 . 2) probability (A� + Ai
16 � E ) 1 t 0 1. 
(4 . 3) 
below, put 
(4.4) 
(4 .5) 
(4 . 6) 
where 
(4. 7) 
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Optimum profits are given by 
'Jfi(xit'rt)
- 0 fi (xit) (Ai + 
1- - 0 1-AiOt) - £f(xit) xit (Ai + AiOt)
- 0 
- Tii(xit) (AiOt) .
In order to shorten the notational burden in the calculations 
fi( xit'rt) = µit + 0it6t
f'(x r ) � µ ' + a' 6 i it ' t it it t
Tii (xit 'rt) =nit + vit6t
- 0 - 1 - 0 - 1µit � fi(xit)Ai ' 0it � fi(xit)Ai , µit = fi(xit)Ai' 0it = fiAi'
- 0 - 1 Dit = rri(xit)Ai , Vit = 'Jfi(xit)Ai .
All quantities will be evaluated at equilibrium levels unless other-
wise noted. The notation is meant to be suggestive with D. standing1t 
for average dividends or profits expected at date t ,  Vit standing for
the coefficient of variability of profits with respect to the process 
{Ot};=i and so forth. For a specific parable think of the {6 }00 1t t= 
process as "the market , "  Then production and profits in all 
industries i = 1,2 ,  • • •  ,N are affected by the market. High values 
of Ot correspond to "booms" and low values 
Industries i with A� > 0 are procyclical .1 
correspond to "slumps , 11 
Those with A� < 0 are 1 
countercyclical, and those with A: 1 a are a-cyclical .
Assumption 4 . 1 :  There i s  at least one industry, call i t  N ,  that 
is a-cyclical . The Nth industry will be called risk free. For 
emphasis we will sometimes say that N is systematic risk free. 
In order that all industries be active in equilibrium 
and that output remain bounded we shall assume 
Assumption 4 . 2 (i) : f '. (O)1 
Assumption 4 . 2 (ii) : f ! (oo)1 
-to> ,  
a ,  i 
i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N, 
1 , 2 ,  • • •  ,N. 
Assumption 4 . 2 (i) guarantees that all xit > 0 along an
equilibrium. Assumption 4 . 2 (ii) implies there is a bound B such 
that xit � B with probability one for all i , t .
Although concavity of f(x) and f (O) 0 imply optimum 
profits are nonnegative we shall require that profits are positive 
for each x > 0 i .e . ,  
Assumption 4 . 3 :  For all x > O ,  Tii(x) � fi (x) f! (x) x > 0 .1 
Assumption 4 . 3  will be used to show that equity prices 
are positive in equilibrium. 
By the first order necessary conditions of equilibrium 
( 3 . 13)-(3 . 14) , (4 . 2 ) , and Assumption 4 . 2 (i) ,  Assumption 4 . 3 ,  it 
follows that 
(4 .  8) pitu ' (ct) SEt{u ' (ct+l) (rri , t+l + Pi , t+l) }
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a.e. 
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(4 . 9) u ' (ct) SEt{u ' (ct+l)Ri , t+l}
SEtu ' (ct+l)µ�t + $Et (u ' (ct+l) Ot)cr�t ·
The R.H . S .  of (4 .9) follows from (4 . 5) . It is clear from Assumption 
4 . 3  that equity prices are positive since TI ,  +l is positive with1 , t  
probability one. Hence both (4 .8) , (4 . 9) are equalities and Zit � 1. 
The P PDV formula will be derived from (4.8) , (4.9) by 
recursion. Use (4 . 3) , (4 .6 )  to get 
(4 . 10) rri , t+l nit + vit8t
In order to shorten notation put u ' (ct+l) u ' t+l for all t .  From 
(4 . 8) , (4 . 10) we get 
a . e .  
( 4  . 11) P , u' (c ) it t SEtu�+lfiit + SEt(u�+lOt)Vit + SEt{u�+lpi , t+l} .
Notice that µ ! , cr !  , D. , V . are (in theory at least) observable .it it it it 
Hence , if we recurse ( 4 . 11) forward by replacing t by t+l in (4 .8) 
and inserting the result into ( 4 . 11) we can use (4.9) to solve for 
(4 . 12) Etmt 
SEtu�+l 
' ut 
Etnt
SEt (u�+l Ot) ' m u� t 
Su ' ::: _____!±!_' n - u� t 
in terms of µ�t ' o�t and build up a P PDV formula for P ,  • it 
Let us continue , From (4 . 11) we get 
Su�+ lot
u't
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(4 . 13) pit EtmtDit + EtntVit + SEt{u�+lpi , t+l}/u�
Etmtfiit + Etntvit + Et{mt [Et+lmt+lDi , t+l + Et+lnt+lvi , t+l
+ SEt+l (u�+2pi , t+2) /u�+l] }
EtmtDit + Etntvit + Et{mtEt+lmt+l
fii , t+l + mtEt+lnt+lvi , t+l} + · · ·
+ Et{mtEt+lmt+l ' ' "Et+T(mt+T
fii , t+T) }
+ Et{mtEt+lmt+l ' ' 'Et+T-lmt+T-lEt+T
nt+TVi , t+T}
+ Et{mtEt+lmt+l ' ' 'Et+T(mt+Tpi ,t+T+l
) } .
For the next move we need 
Assumption 4 . 4 :  The utility function u(•) is such that for all 
00 
{Pit ' �it ' Rit}t�l ' i = 1 , 2 ,  • • .  ,N the TVC00 is necessary for a
consumer ' s  maximum, Note that, as was pointed out in Remark 3 . 1 ,  
boundedness o f  u ( • )  i s  sufficient for A4 . 4 ,  Now the TVC00 implies 
that 
( 4 .14) Et{rntEt+lmt+l ' ' 'Et+T(mt+Tpi ,t+T+l) } + O , T + 00'
By (4 . 9) we get for each t 
(4 . 15) 1 Etmtµit + Etntalt ·
Therefore, if crNt � 0 ,  (4 . 15) implies
(4 . 16) E m t t l/µNt , Etnt f (µNt - µlt) ta�t1 <11µNt) � -6t1µNt ·
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Note here that 6t is the excess marginal return over the risk
free marginal return divided by marginal risk. Also µNt is
principal plus interest gotten by employing a marginal unit in 
process N .  I t  is important to  observe that 6t is independent
of i .  Furthermore, the Ross risk price At is determined by
\ �t 
put 
(4 . 17) 
This follows from ( 2 . 30) and (4 . 16) . 
Turn now to the K factor case. In the K factor case, 
fi(xit 'rt) 
- K k-k o 
- fi (xit) (k�o AiOt+l) , 8t+l
0 O ,  Ai > O .
Put the same assumptions on the data as in Section 3 .  Then as in 
(4 . 4 ) , (4 .5 ) , (4 .-6) we may write 
(4. 18) 
(4 .19) 
(4 . 20) 
K k -k fi(xit 'rt) = µit + k�l crit
8 t+l
K -
f l ( ) _ I + f: , k  k i xit'rt - µit k=l 0it0t+l
- K k -k _ 
Tii(xit 'rt) = nit + k�l vit8t+l � Tii , t+l
where the entities in ( 4 . 18)-(4 . 20) are defined as in (4 . 7) . Keep 
the same assumptions as above . Then (4 .8) , (4 . 9) become 
(4 . 21) pitu�
(4 . 22) u ' t 
Define 
K 
SEt{u�+l(Dit + k�l v
k 6k ) + u '  P }it t+l t+l i , t+l 
K -
SEt{u�+l(µ�t + k�lcr '�to�+l) }
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(4 .23) mt - (Su ' t+l) /u� , n� = (Su�+l
8�+l)/u� .
Then letting N be a risk free process i .e . ,  ON� =  O ,  for all k, t
we get 
( 4 .  24) Etmt i111Nt
and for each i 
(4.25) 1 (Etmt)µi_t +
K k k 
k�l 0i.t (Etnt) µit111Nt +
K k k 
k�1°i.t(Etnt)
Hence from (4 . 25) it follows that 
(4 .26) CµNt - µit> lii�t
K 
k�l cri_�(Etn�) , i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N.
It is assumed that a unique solution of (4.26) for Etn� exists
and is defined by 
(4.27) E nk t t -�
k/u.'. .- t ' Nt 
Also the Ross price of systematic risk k ,  Akt satisfies
k Akt � �t . This last equality follows from ( 2 . 30) and (4 . 27) ,
(4 .8) we get putting S . � D. - V 6 it it it t
(4 .28) pit sit1µNt + Et 
Su�+1 �tl CP . t+1) lµNt{ [ ·-, 1 ,  u t 
- {Sit + EtPi ,t+l}/lJ�t ·
From 
Hence 
(4 .29) EtPi,t+l + �it µNtp it ·
Equation (4 .29) says that investing Pit in the stock market must 
give the same expected return after paying for the services of 
risk bearing as investing it in the risk free process. It states 
that the stock market is a "fair game" taking into account the 
opportunity cost of funds and the cost of risk bearing , 
Clearly restrictive assumptions on tastes and technology 
are necessary to get a martingale. Also, only for specific 
preferences is equation (4.29) testable. Its violation would 
signal "market inefficiency" in our model world . 
A far better test would be based on (3 .55) . But even 
verification of (3 .55 )  would not test Pareto optimality of the 
stock market allocation. This is so because t.here may exist 
heterogeneous consumer economics (e .g ., overlapping generations 
models) where (3 .55) holds, but the allocation is not Pareto 
optimal . This question remains to be investigated. 
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It is worth pointing out here that if the random variable 
(4. 30) (Su ' /u ' )µ '  t+l t Nt - It
is independent of P .  +l at date t then (4 .16) implies that (4 . 29)1 , t  
may be rewritten 
(4 .31) EtPi,t+l + Sit µ�tpit .
Equation (4. 31) contains no subjective entities -- unlike (4 . 29) . 
The problem of deriving equations like (4. 31) that contain no 
entities that are subjective and hence are directly testable is 
solved abstractly by (3 . 55) . Perhaps a formula analogous to 
(4. 31) exists that holds in, at least ,  an approximate sense. 
A Testable Formula 
In what follows below a simple formula is developed 
under the hypothesis of linearity of the asset pricing functions 
Pi(y) , An example where Pi(y) is linear is given in Section 5 
below, 
Theorem 4 . 1: Assume Assumptions 4 . 1-4 . 4 .  Furthermore, assume 
that there are constants Ki , Li such that
(4 . 32) p. (y) i 
Then, for each t , i .  
Kiy + Li ' i 1 , 2 ,  • . •  ,N
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(4 . 33) iiN-tP it E p t i, t+l
K 
l: fikS� + E TI k=l t it t i , t+l
K 
- kh ��
k 
t it
must hold . Here by (4. 32) and (4 .20) we may write 
(4. 34) 
( 4 .  35) 
Pi ,t+l ::: Pi(yt+l) 
Tii ,t+l 
K 
- nit + k�1
K 
- pit + k�l
k -k 
vit8t+1 •
k -k 8it8t+l ' p ::: E P . 1 .it t i ,t+ 
nit - Etni , t+l 
k k where EtPi,t+l ' Etni, t+l ' Sit ' Vit do .!:!£!_ depend upon Yt+l but
depend on (xlt ' " " " '�t) only.
Proof: In order to establish (4 . 33) it must be shown that ( 4 . 34) , 
(4 .35) hold . By (4 .17) and the definition of yt+l we have
( 4 .  36) Yt+l 
N 
- E j=l fj (xj+l 'rt)
K 
E fj (xj t) (k�OJ 
K k -k - L(yt) + k�l M (yt)O t
Ak6k )j t+l 
Hence Yt+l is a linear combination of the shocks 8�+l with
weights that depend only upon (xlt ' ' ' ' '�t) .  So also is P i , t+l
Thus (4 . 34) holds for appropriate S� since P .  +l is linear init i , t  
Yt+l ' 
(4 . 37) 
Equation (4 . 20) is identical to (4 . 35) . 
Divide both sides of ( 4 . 21) by u� to get 
pit E {m (D. t t it 
K
+ kh 
k -k 
vit6t+l) } + Et{mtPi , t+l}
Put , using (4 . 23) , 
( 4 . 38) -kmt = Etmt ' nt
By (4 .37) and (4 .34) we have 
k - Etnt .
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pit 
K 
mtDit + k�l 
k -k -V . n + E {m (P . + l.t t t t l.t 
K 
k�l 
k -k 
8it8t+l 
- - K k -k - - K k -k mtDit + k�l V itnt + mtP it + k�l 8itnt .
But (4 . 24) and (4. 27) imply 
- - K k k  k µ�tpit = Dit + pit - k�l �t (Vit + 8it) .
This ends the proof. 
It is worth pointing out that although (4 .33) contains 
no subjective entities and , hence, is directly testable it was 
derived under the strong hypothesis of linearity of the asset 
pricing function Pi (yt+l) .  The linearity hypothesis was needed
to be able to write the one period returns Zit to holding asset i
in the linear form ( 2 . 17) of Ross. The linear form of Z . was it 
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used, in turn , to derive ( 4 . 33) , We suspect that strong conditions 
will be required on utility and technology to be able to write 
equilibrium asset returns in the form (2 .17) . Hence (4 .33) is 
not general : it holds only as a linear approximation. Thus, it 
is likely to hold in continuous time relatives of our model . 
The economic content of (4 .33) is compelling. It is a 
standard "no arbitrage profits" condition. The price of risk 
bearing over the time interval t , t+l sells for �� per unit of risk 
of type k. At date t risk emerges from two sources; (i) n .  +l 'i ,t 
and (ii) P .  +l ' Profits contain V
k
i units of risk of type k .  Thei ,  t t 
price of stock i at date t+l contains S�t units of risk of type k .
Hence the total cost o f  risk bearing from all sources of risk for 
all types of risk is 
K 
l: 6k(Vk + Sk )k=l t it it 
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Thus ( 4 , 33) just says that the risk free earnings from an investment 
of Pit must equal the sum of risk adjusted sale value of stock i
at date t+l and risk adjusted profits .  
Remark: The formula ( 4 , 33) is exactly the Sharpe-Lintner formula 
of finance. While the formula itself is textbook knowledge, the 
advantage of deriving it from a general equilibrium model is that 
we can study exactly what conditions on tastes and technology are 
required for its validity. Vis-a-vis , tastes and technology must 
be such that the asset pricing function is linear in y .  
A set of approximate formulae of "accuracy" a. may be 
derived from (4 . 37) by expanding 
(4 . 39) pi , t+l - Pi(yt+l) Pi [L(yt) + � Mk( ) 6kJk=l y t t 
in a Taylor series about L(yt) and discarding terms of order higher
than a .  The Sharpe-Lintner formula (4 . 33) corresponds to a =  1 .  
In order to see how this type of development goes, we calculate 
the case a = 2 ,  K = 1 and discard terms of order higher than 2 .  
Doing this we get, putting M1 (y) = M(y)
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(4. 40) Pi [L(yt) + M(yt) ot] P . [L(y ) ]  + P '. [L(y ) ]M(y ) o  + !2 P'.'[L(y )]M
2 (y ) 62 
1 t 1 t t t  1 t t t  
Inserting (4. 40) into (4. 37) we get for i i , 2 ,  • . .  ,N
(4 .41) Pi(yt) ::: pit m fi. + n v. + m P.[L(y )] + n P '. [L (y )]M(y )t it t it t l t t 1 t t 
where 
(4 .42) -2 ot = Et (mtOt) .  
- 1 2 + ot 2 Pj'. [L (yt) JM (yt) .
Since (4 .41) holds for all i the subjective entities 
mt ' nt ' ot may be expressed in terms of observables as before in
the a "' 1 case. 
Space limitations prevent us from pursuing the development 
of asset pricing formulae further. 
SECTION 5 :  EXAMPLE 
In this section we present a solved example where 
equilibrium returns are linear in the stocks. 
given by 
(5 . 1) 
(5. 2) 
u (c) log c 
f.(x . ,r) = A, (r)x�,  1 l. 1 l. i 
We shall assume that for all i ,  
Ai(r) > 0 for all r e  R ,
1 ,2 , . , .  ,N, 
Let the data be 
O < a < 1 .  
and A. (r) i s  continuous in r .  Since R is compact each A . (r) has 
1 1 
a positive lower bound � > O. 
for all t ,  
(5. 3a) 
( 5 . 3b) 
(5 . 3c) 
(5 .4) 
where 
(5 .  5) 
First order necessary conditions (l. lOa) , (l. lOb) become 
1 { 1 a-1 � SaE �� A. (r )x . }
ct t ct+l i t it 
1 - x . ct it
{ 1 a-1) . BaEt ct+l 
Ai(rt)xit xit ' i 1 , 2 ,  . . •  ,N
t-1 
t.\lJl El {S °t 
xt} o. 
Conjecture an optimum solution of the form 
« (1 - l-)yt ' xt
A > O ,  ni � 0 ,  i 
Ayt ' xit
1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N.
N 
nixt ' i�l ni 1, 
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Inset (5 .4 ) into ( S . 3a) , (S . 3b) solve for A , {n1J�=l and check that
( S . 3c) is satisfied. Doing this we get 
( 5 .  6) 1 (1 - A)yt 
{ 1 a-1}
G SaEt (l _ l-)y Ai(rt)x . tt+l i 
iff 
if f 
iff 
if f 
(5 . 7) 
1 
yt 
1 
yt 
1 
yt 
f Ai(rt)
l 
a-1}xit 
{ a-1 a-lA ( ) }0 ni xt i rt � µctE N t a a 
j�l Aj (rt)nj xt 
{ 
} 
a-1Ai (rt) ni � SctEt N a. � -
jh Aj (rt)nj 
a-1 xt � Sani riyt
a-1 
Sani ri/xt
Set ( 5 . 7) aside for the moment, From (5 . 3b) following the same 
steps that we used to get (5 . 7) we are led to 
(5 .8) 
if f 
(5 . 9) 
xit 
yt 
xit 
San�r . .  1 1 
a Sani riyt nixt .
Hence (5 . 7) holds with equality for all t , i .  Since it i s  well 
known and is easy to see that for N = 1, 
A � Sa 
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it is natural to conjecture for N � 1 that 
(5 .10) A Sa ,  a-1 ni ri 1 ,  i 1 , 2 ,  • • .  ,N
and test ( 5 . 3c) . If (5 . 10) satisfies (5 . 3c) then we have found 
an optimum solution and hence the unique optimum solution . 
( 5 . 11) 
Continuing we have 
Ai(r) I 1-a Nr i ::: Ef N a = rii , j�l nj = 1 .  
;h Aj (r)nj 
It is shown in the Appendix that (5 .11) has a unique solution 
{n.  JN]._ i=l · 
It is straightforward to check that (5 . 4) with 
X = aS, n .  = n . ,  i = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N generates a solution that not1 1 
only satisfies ( 5 . 3a) , ( 5 . 3b) by construction but also satisfies 
( 5 . 3c) . We leave this to the reader. 
Let us use the solution to calculate an example of an 
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equilibrium asset price function from the work of Section 3 .  From 
( 3 . 13a) and (3 ,37) we get 
(5 . 12) Et[u ' (ct+l) (Pi , t+l + 
Tii , t+l) /Pit] Et[a.Ai (rt)X��
lu ' (ct+l)]
[ A  ( ) -a-La-1 ' ( ) ]Et a i rt ni xt u ct+l 
(5 . 13) 1Ti,t+l ( ) -
a A ( )-a-1-Ai rt xit - a i rt xit xit
(1 - a)Ai (rt)Xi
a
t (1 - a)Ai(rt)��x� .
Hence , the first order necessary condition for an asset pricing 
function of the form Pit = Pi(yt) becomes for u(c) = log c ,
using c = (1 - X)y :t t 
(5 . 14) Pi(yt) /yt SEt{ (Pi(yt+l) + Tii , t+l) /
yt+11
Equations (S ,13) and (S .14) give us 
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(5 .15) Pi(yt) /yt SEt{ (l -
N -a-a a)Ai (rt)nixt/ [j�l 
-a-a ) Ai(rt)njxt] + Pi(yt+l) /yt+l 
Here by (5 .11) 
( 5 .16) ni 
- S(l - a)ni + SEt{Pi(yt+l) /yt+l) , i 
N
Et{Ai (rt)n�/ Cj�l Aj (rt)n�J J .
1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N. 
The system of equations (S .15) is in particularly suitable 
form for the application of the contraction mapping theorem to 
produce a unique fixed point P(y) = (P1 (y) ,  . . •  ,PN(y) ) that solves
(5 . 15 ) , Rather than do this we just conjecture a solution of the 
form 
(5 . 17) pi (y) Kiy,  i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N .
and find Ki from (5 .15) by equating coefficients . Obviously from
(5 . 15) K .  satisfies 
1 
(5 . 18) Ki 
so that 
S(l - aJni + SKi ' i 1 . 2 ,  . • .  ,N,
(5 . 19) Ki 
-1 -(1 - S) S(l - a)ni ' i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N.
Since R .H . S .  (5 , 15) is a contraction of modulus S on the 
space of bounded continuous functions on [O ,oo) with values in RN
the solution (5 . 17) is the only solution such that each Pi(y) /y
is bounded and continuous on [0 ,00) . 
examine 
(5 . 19) . 
so that 
(5 . 20) 
We now have a solved example . It is interesting to 
the dependence of P . (y) on the problem data from (5 .17) , 1 
First , in the one asset case we find nN 1 from (5 .16)
P (y) = l � S (1 - a)y
Hence (i) the asset price decreases as the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital input increases , (ii) The variance of 
output has no effect on the asset price function. (iii) Asset 
price increases , when S increases . 
Result (i) follows because profit 's share of national 
output is inversely related to a ,  One would expect (ii) from the 
log utility function. One would expect (iii) because as S 
increases the future is worth more relative to the present hence 
savings should increase forcing asset prices to rise. 
Furthermore, (5 . 20) says that asset price increases as 
y increases. 
Secondly, in the multi asset deterministic case we have 
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( 5 .  21) p. (y) 1 _8 .. (1 - a)n.y i 1 - s l 1 , 2 ,  • . .  ,N 
where ni is given by equation (A5 .4) in the Appendix , We can 
see that if the coefficient Ai measures the productivity of firm i 
using the common technology xa so that output of i is A.xa then 1 
firms that are relatively more productive bear higher relative 
prices for their stock. Absolute productivity does not effect 
relative prices . This is so because n .  is homogenous of degree 
1 
zero in (A1 , • • .  ,�) . 
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This is again one of those results that looks intuitively 
clear after hindsight has been applied . The consumers in this 
economy have no other alternative but to lea§e capital or to 
invest in stock in the N firms . Hence if the productivity of all 
of them is halved the constellation of asset price relatives will 
not change although output will drop . This type of result is 
specific to the log utility and Cobb Douglas production technologies. 
The technique of Mirman-Zilcha (1975) may be applied to 
find the closed form solution for the limit distribution F 
mentioned in Section 2 .  Once F is known the limit distribution 
of asset prices may be found from (3 . 40) and the limit distribution 
of Ross 1 s  risk prices may be calculated , from (2 . 30) . We leave 
that to the reader. 
SECTION 6 :  SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , COMMENTS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Most of the results of this paper are summarized in the 
Introduction. Therefore , we will first comment on what we think 
has been done here . What has been done is to turn normative 
stochastic growth theory into positive theory by introducing 
market institutions into received stochastic growth theory . 
Furthermore, we have specialized the model so that 
received stochastic growth theory may be modified to generate 
the recursive structure that is so useful for preserving the 
empirical tractability of Merton 1 s  (1973) ICAPM. This has been 
done in such a way to link our theory up with the K factor 
arbitrage theory of Ross (1976) . 
The reader may ask why not decentralize the N process 
growth model along the lines of Arrow-Debreu where the pure rents 
are redistributed lump sum, assume constant returns to scale so 
that pure rents are zero , and price the capital stock along 
Arrow-Debreu lines. The reason we did not do this is because it 
has already been done in the stochastic growth literature for the 
general N process multisector case. However, implications of this 
type of model for finance have not been explored in any great 
detail yet. But what we have done here may easily be modified 
to include this case. 
This literature has been surveyed by Roy Radner (1974) . 
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It was pointed out in my comment (August 1974) on Radner that simple 
stochastic growth models could be turned into "rational expectations 
models" by introducing a representative firm and consumer and 
finding decentralizing prices for them along standard Malinvaud (1953) 
lines provided that the initial Malinvaud price is chosen so that 
the consumer's transversality condition at infinity is satisfied. 
For Malinvaud prices , see, for example , the papers in Los, J. and 
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Los , M (1974) on "stimulating prices" for the Russian literature 
and I .  Zilcha (1976) and his references for the Western literature . 
By our modification of the 11Malinvaud" price technique 
mentioned above all stochastic growth models may be turned into 
rational expectations models by introducing a representative 
consumer that has the same preferences as the planner in the 
growth model and using the resulting "decentralizing prices11 as 
the rational expectations prices, After choosing the initial 
Malinvaud price so that the TVC00 holds for the representative 
consumer ,  growth models become 11asset pricing models" by this 
device. 
More advances 'should be expected along the lines of 
introducing imperfect information and inquiring into what rules 
firm managers should follow in order to maximize equilibrium 
welfare of the representative consumer when some contingency 
markets are absent . 
Existing results on stochastic stability in the multi­
sectoral growth literature could be used to extend the stochastic 
stability theorem that was presented here to the multisector case .  
It should be straightforward to extend the pricing 
results themselves to the multisector case. 
More difficult and more interesting would be to intro­
duce heterogeneous consumers so that borrowing on future income 
may be introduced and investigate the impact of this new institution 
on the price of risk. For example , in a finite horizon model where 
the individual is constrained to plans that require only that the 
expected wealth at horizon T conditioned at date 1 is nonnegative 
then one suspects that the price of risk may be small and the 
security market line may be quite flat. But care must be taken 
since "for each lender there must a borrower be ." Thus , the 
institutional requirements on wealth at date T and the penalties 
for insolvency should have an impact on the price of risk. 
Furthermore, following the same line of reasoning, the work of 
Truman Bewley (1977) on the self insurance behavior embedded in 
the permanent income hypothesis of Milton Friedman via borrowing 
and lending leads to the belief that the security market line 
SML generated by such a modification of our model will be flatter 
than the SML predicted by the standard CAPM. This observation 
may provide an additional clue to why the observed SML is flatter 
than the SML predicted by the CAPM. See Merton (1973) and Fama 
(1976) for a discussion of this issue. What we have said here 
about the issue is highly speculative at best. 
We close this paper with the hope that the methods 
developed here should be of some use to economics and finance . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 3 
Let us prove Lemma 3 . 2  firs t .  Let X solve the optimal 
growth problem (1.1) . It is obvious that R satisfies the first 
order necessary conditions for an R.E .E . by its very definition. 
What is at issue is the TVC00 (3 . 16) , ( 3 . 17) , 
(A 3 . 1) 
(A 3 . 2) 
Put 
00 s-1 V(x 1 ,t  - 1) � Maximum E E B u(c )t- 1 S""t S 
N
S . t ,  CS + x8 j�l fj (xj ,s-l ' rs-1)
N 
I: ::: > 0 . j=l xjs - xs • xj s = ' J 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N. c8 � 0, x8 � 0 ,
s = t ,  t+l ,  • • •  ,xt-l given.
Then, following a similar argument as that in (3 .23)-(3 .32) , we have, 
since u is bounded, that for any xt � O , V(xt, t) + O , t + 00 and
(A. 3 . 3) V(xt ,t) � V(xt ,t) - V(xt/2 ,t) � V ' (xt , t)xt/2 .
Ei  {Btu ' (ct+l) fi_ (xit ' r t)xt/2}
{ t-1 E1 B u 1 (ct)xt/2} 6 0 
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Since the L .H . S .  of (A 3 . 3) must go to zero, the R.H .S .  must also. 
Hence 
(A 3 . 4) { t-1 E1 B u ' (ct)xt} + 0 ,  t + oo 
along any optimum program. This establishes (3 .17) . 
- 00What about ( 3 . 16 )?  Here the stochastic process {P .  } 1 it t= 
was assumed to have been constructed from the quantity side of the 
model by use of (3 .29) so that the TVC00 (3 . 31) was satisfied. 
Hence TVC00 (3 . 16) is satisfied by the very construction of 
{Pit}�=l ' This establishes the implication: (i) implies (ii) .
In showing that (ii) implies (i) it is clear that the 
first order necessary conditions for the quantity side of an 
R.E .E . boil down to the first order conditions for the optimal 
growth problem. What must be established is the TVC00 (A 3 .4) ,
But this follows from (3 .17) of Lemma 3 . 1 .  This ends the proof of 
Lemma 3 . 2 .  
Remark A 3 . 1 :  Lemma 3 . 2  i s  not really useful as i t  stands because 
given the quantity side of the growth model it was assumed that 
{P .  } was constructed from use of (3 , 29) so that (3 . 31) held. Howit 
can we be sure that such a solution to the stochastic difference 
equation ( 3 . 29) exists even though Zit = 1 for all i ,  t and wt is
given by (3 . 33) from the quantity side of the growth problem? 
Even though we have assumed that pure rents are positive so that 
equity prices must be positive in � equilibrium so that Zit = 1
for all i , t  there is still a problem to show that a solution of 
(3 .29) exists such that ( 3 . 31) holds. 
Theorems 3 . 1  and 3 . 1 ' take care of this problem. They 
establish the existence of a solution of (3 . 29) that satisfies 
( 3 . 31) under mild restrictions on the quantity side of the growth 
problem. The reason Theorem 3 . 1  can be used is that standard 
arguments (cf. Brock-Mirman (1972) ; Mirman-Zilcha (1975, 1976 , 
and 1977) using dynamic programming establish that the quantity 
side of the growth model is recursive . Hence the quantity side 
of any R.E .E . must be recursive too , 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 5 
It is straightforward to show by direct calculation that 
for the example of Section 5 the solution to the Bellman equation 
(A 5 . 1) U(yl) 
is of the form 
(A 5 .  2) U(yl) 
for some constant K1 .
maximum {u(y1 - x1) + SEU[ L f , (x .1 ,r1] }j J J 
K1 + (1/ (1 - aS) ] log yl
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Hence for any given x the allocation functions x .  � n . (x )t it l. t 
are given by solving the problem 
N 
(A 5 .  3) maximize f log [ . L1 A . (r )n�x ]µ (dr )i= l. t l. t t 
N
s . t .  ni ;;:::; o, i = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N, i�l ni = l .
But the solution n to problem (A 5 . 3) is the same as the solution 
n to the problem 
(A 5 .4) maximize f log 
N 
[ih 
a Ai (rt)ni ]µ(drt)
because the log function is multiplicatively additive . 
By strict concavity and monotonicity of the logarithm 
there is just one solution n to (A 5 .4) , It may be readily 
studied by use of (A 5 .4) and we leave this to the reader . 
Alternative Setup Where Firms Carry Capital and Maximize Value 
Let equity i now represent a claim on the dividends of 
firm i .  Also let Zit ' dit ' and xit b e  chosen by the firm. The
budget constraint of firm i is 
(A 3 . 5) pit (2it - 2i t-1) + gi (xi t�l ,rt-1), , 
xit - xi , t-1 + Oixi , t-1 + di , t-lzi , t-1"
Here the new symbol dit which denotes dividends per share paid
at the end of period t .  We will derive an expression for the 
value of the firm from the consumer side of the model . 
The budget equation for the consumer is from (3 . 3) 
(A 3 . 6) ct + �t • (ft - ft-1) � �t-1 ° �t-1 � yt .
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The consumer faces {rt} '  {dit} parametrically and maximizes
( 3 . 2) subject to (A 3 . 6) and �t � 0 ,  t = 1 ,2 • • •  Note that we do
not allow short selling. There is not enough space to treat 
short selling. 
Arguments analogous to those of Section 3 allow us to 
show that the necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution 
to the consumer 's problem are 
(A. 3 .  7) pit G Et{rt+l(dit + Pi , t+l) }
(A 3 .  8) Pit2it Et{ft+l(dit + Pi ,t+l) }Zit
(A. 3 . 9) { t-1 lim E1 S u ' (c )P • Z }f-K>:i t �t �t 
Here ft+l is defined by
(A 3 . 10) rt+l Su 1 (ct+l) /u' (ct) .
o. 
Equation (A 3 .8) may be rewritten to derive a recursion for the 
value of the firm 
(A 3 . 11) vit ::: Pit2it '
We have from (� 3 . 5 ) , (A 3 .8 )  
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(A 3 . 12) vit ::: Pit2it Et{rt+lcait2it + Pi , t+12it+l + Pi , t+l2it
- Pi , t+l2i, t+l) } Et{rt+l(vi , t+l + dit2it 
- Pi , t+1<2i , t+l - 2it) ) }
Et{rt+l(Vi , t+l + gi(xit 'rt) - (xi , t+l - xit + 6ixit) ) }
- Et{rt+1<vi , t+1 + Ni ,t+1> }
.
The L . H . S .  and extreme R .H . S .  of (A 3 . 12) corresponds to 
Modigliani-Miller 's (MM) equation (5) (Miller-Modigliani 1961 , p .  
414) . They use this equation to demonstrate that the firm ' s value 
is invariant to dividend policy. The same conclusion obtains in 
our general equilibrium model, In order to see it develop the 
recursion 
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(A 3 . 13) Vil El{f2 (Vi2 + Ni2) } El(r2Ni2) + El(r2r3Ni2) + E1 (r2r3vi3)
s=T s==T 
El (f 2Ni2) + . . .  + El (sl,hf sNiT) + El { Cs!!/ s)V iT}
The {ft} sequence is a sequence of random discount factors. They
were exogenously given in MM1s model and were not endogenously 
determined by tastes and technology as in our setup . Hence MM had 
to assume that dividend policy did not effect them in order to 
get the invariance result. 
More fundamentally , however , MM had to assume that 
(A 3 . 14) 
s=T 
lim El{ (sg2rs)ViT}1°""' 
was not effected by dividend policy in order to get their invariance 
result . 
We can demonstrate that the consumer ' s  TVC00 implies the 
limit (A 3 . 14) is zero in equilibrium as soon as we define 
equilibrium. 
Definition : 3 A rational expectations equilibrium (R .E .E . )  is a
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stochastic process R = < {Pit}:=1 , {Xit};=l ' {Zit}:=l ' {dit}:=l ' i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N; 
{C }oo {f }'Xl - oo - "" t t=l ' t t=2 > if facing P := < {Pit}t=l ' {dit}t=l > the consumer chooses
(A 3 . 15) ct ct '2it = zit' t 1 , 2 ,  . . . ; i 1 , 2 ,  • . .  ,N
and if facing {ft}�=Z the ith firm chooses
(A 3 . 16) xit xit ' t 1,2,  . . .
and the ith firm accommodates the optimum investment . plan (A 3 . 16) 
by setting 
(A 3 . 17) 2it 2it 'ait dit' t 1 , 2 ,  . . . 
Firms are assumed to solve 
(A 3 . 18) maximize Vil - xil
{xit}�=l
s .  t. xit � 0 , t = 1 ,2 ,  . . .  
where 
(A 3 . 19) Vil ::: El{T�2
s=T 
(s�2 fsNiT) } .
Furthermore , firm ' s  expectations on the sequence of random discounts 
must be 11rational11 in the sense that 
(A 3 . 20) r s $u ' (C ) /u ' (C: 1) , s = 2 , 3 ,  . . .  s s-
Finally, material balance must obtain 
(A 3 . 21) c + x t t
N N 
i�lfi (Xi , t-l ' rt-1) , i�l xt , t
This ends the definition of R.E . E . 
1 , 2 ' . . .  
It is fairly straightforward to use the same argument 
as used in Section 3 to demonstrate that necessity of the TVC00 
from the consumer's side implies that the limit in (A 3 . 14) is 
zero in equilibrium. It is also fairly straightforward to show 
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- - - N oo that < ct, xt, {xit}i=l > t=l is equilibrium if it solves the problem
( 2 . 1) .  Furthermore, the fixed point argument that was applied to 
(3 .40) to produce the asset pricing function of Section 3 may be 
adapted to produce a value function Vi (jt) from the recursion
(A 3 . 12) . 
Hence value is independent of dividend policy. Not only 
that the function Vi(yt) may be used in conjunction with the "policy
function form" of (A 3 . 12) 
(A 3 .22) Vi(yt) Et{rt+l (Vi(yt+l) + Ni (yt+l) ) }
to develop valuation formulae for the firm as we did in Sections 
3 and 4 above . 
For example , at date t ,  yt+l is a random variable .
Suppose following the development in Section 4 that Yt+l may be
written 
(A 3 . 23) Yt+l 
K 
y t + k�l �
kc\k .t t 
Follow the development in ( 4 . 39) - ( 4 . 32) , expanding Vi ,Ni in
Taylor series about yt , keeping only first order terms , we get
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(A 3 . 24) vi (y t) Et{ft+l(Vi (yt) )  + 
K 
<kh ��6�)Vi CYt) + NiCYt)
where 
(A 3 . 25) rt+1 
k -
+ (k�l ��o�)N' (yt) ) }  
ft+l(Vi (yt) + Ni (yt) )  +
-k 
- Etrt+1• 8t+1 -
-k Et (r t+lotl .
K 
(kh 
-k k - -
8t+l�t) (V� (yt) + N�(yt) ) .
Formula (A 3 . 24) is the Sharpe Lintner formula for firm value . 
Banz-Miller (1978) , Breedon-Litzenberger (1978) (BMBL) 
propose a procedure that can be used to estimate {I't} from market 
data. Using their methods (A 3 . 22) may be implemented empirically . 
We mention their methods here not only to implement (A 3 . 22) 
empirically, but also to counter the objection that firms have no 
way of inferring {f } from consumer behavior and , hence, there is t 
no operational way that firms can solve (A 3 .18) . 
The BMBL idea is to use option pricing theory to price 
Arrow Debreu elementary securities. Prices of these securities 
at date t reveal the marginal rate of substitution between goods 
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at date t and date event pairs at t+l. Since ft+l is this marginal
rate of substitution therefore it is revealed. Furthermore in 
recursive systems like ours which can be written as functions of 
a state variable the number of Arrow-Debreu securities that are 
needed to reveal {ft} can be greatly economized upon.
The prices of the Arrow-Debreu securities that are 
needed to reveal {ft} may be found to any degree of accuracy
desired by writing options that pay off on certain intervals of 
values of the state variable and using Black-Scholes theory to 
price such options . This is the heart of the Banz-Miller , 
Breedon-Litzenberger theory. We do not have space to discuss it 
any more here. At any rate using it £inns can, in principle , at 
least, get enough infonnation from market data to solve (A 3 . 18) 
to some degree of accuracy . 
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2 .  A parable may be helpful . There is one good. Call it "shmoos . 1 1
Imagine that there are N "cottage" industries that consumers 
operate. Industry i costlessly turns one shmoo into capital of 
type i with a one period lag. The consumer , at date t ,  must 
commit xit shmoos to cottage technology i before rt is revealed .
After rt is revealed by nature the one period lag
production process of type i emits xit units of capital of type
i . Hence after rt is revealed this precommitted capital is
inelastically supplied . It cannot be changed until period t+l . 
Now imagine that there are a large number of firms of 
each type and a large number of consumers of each type so that 
the price taking assumption makes sense. The demand for capital 
services of type i at date t is determined by the marginal physical 
product of capital . The intersection of demand for capital 
services of type i with the perfectly inelastic supply xit determines
Ri ' t+l · At the beginning of t+l capital becomes "unfrozen . "  It
is reallocated by the consumption side to supply xi 't+l before rt+l
is revealed and so on it goes. 
Notice that the fact that capital is frozen into capital 
of type i is what causes risk to be borne . If capital can be 
instantly adjusted when rt is revealed then there is no risk to
be borne . Adjustment costs give rise to risk in our model . 
It may be helpful for the reader to think of Zit as units
of perfectly divisible 11land11 and 1Ti 't+l ' given by (3 . 1) , to be
the landowner 's period earnings . The supply of land of type i is 
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perfectly inelastic at unity . The price Pit is just the price of a
unit of land of type i at date t .  
3 . I t  may be easier for the reader to  follow this discussion if
we operate in a slightly different space .  
Suppose that consumers have read accounting textbooks 
so that they know (A 3 .5 )  in forming their expectations . Let 
sit 
d s Zit/Zit '
denote the percentage of firm i ' s shares demanded by the consumer . 
Upper d , s  denote demand and supply, respectively . Using (A 3 . 5) 
rewrite the consumer ' s budget constraint (A 3 .6 )  thus 
N 
ct + i�l 
d Pit 2it 
N 
ct + i�l sit Vit
N d 
i�l(di , t-1 + Pit)2i ,t-l
N 
i�l si , t-l(Vit + Nit) .
The last equality follows from (A 3 .5 ) . Hence view the consumer 
as choosing {ct ' sit} to solve
maximize 
s . t .  
Ct:> t-1 }El {thS u(ct) 
N N 
ct + ifl 8itvit � i�l si , t-l (Vit + Nit) ' t 1 , 2 ' . . . 
sit � 0 '  i 1 , 2 ,  • • .  N ,  t 1 , 2 ,  . . .
8io 1 ,  i 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,N .
Here the consumer faces {N .  ,V . } parametrically.it it 
Notice that MM value invariance is imbedded in the consumer 's 
expectation that the value at t plus net cash flow at t (i . e . ,  
V . + N .  ) must equal it 1t 
accounting constraint 
(d. 1 + P, )Z� 1 via the firm's1 , t- it i , t-
(A 3 . 5) . 
We may now define R . E . E .  as above . The only difference 
is that the consumer faces {V .  ,N. } and chooses {s .  } insteadit it 1t 
of choosing {Zit} . In equilibrium we require the optimal choice
of the consumer to satisfy 
sit 1 ,  i 1 , 2 ,  . . . ,N, t 1 . 2 ,  . . .
It is easy to follow the argument of Section 3 (i . e . ,  Lemma 3 . 2) 
and use the necessity of the transversality condition at infinity 
from the consumer 's side to prove 
vit E 'f TI N ,t s=t+l s s 
where {IT ,N } are evaluated from the planner ' s  problem ( 2 . 1) .s s 
Notice that only Vit is unique in equilibrium. Any
Pit 'Zit such that
Pit2it vit 
is equilibrium. 
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